METHODOIST HOSPITAL WAITING AREA

CORAL REEF

COMMUNICATION
- Computers and other integrated technology provide family members and visitors a means to obtain information about their loved ones through a secure internet system.
- A centralized reception desk allows for patients, visitors, and family members to have immediate access from the waiting room to a trained employee for any inquiries.

EMOTION
- Posters about non-medical facts distract the visitors from their current situation.
- Posters or brochures about IU Health's statistics reassure visitors that their loved ones are being provided the utmost care from Indiana University Health doctors and nurses.
- Translucent partitions create privacy and noise reduction without complete isolation.

ENVIRONMENT
- Artwork or sculptures create partitions between seating arrangements while providing points of interest.
- Floor and ceiling designs provide a subconscious path for patients and visitors to follow to their destinations.
- Changes in floor materials separate waiting areas from reception, consultation, and examination.

FLOOR PLAN

FEATURE AREAS
- Waiting Wall with Wallcovering to Direct Visitors
- Central Reception Area
- Pediatric Waiting Area for Kids Near Main Waiting, Use of Translucent Material to Allow Light but Maintain Privacy

OTHER ANNOTATIONS
- Glass Wall in Consultation Rooms to Add Daylight and Moveable Walls in Between Rooms for Flexibility